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Introduction

by
James Jennings

As a student in the late sixties I participated in several struggles on behalf of Black and

Puerto Rican communities in New York City, including efforts in support of the Young Lords in

Harlem, as well as attempts on behalf of establishing Black and Puerto Rican Studies in various

colleges of the City University of New York. But it was what is known as the "Community Control

Movement" in New York City that was most instructive to me about the nature and relationships

between social change, race, ethnicity, and power in our society. As important as were the struggles

of the Young Lords, as well as those of students and faculty attempting to democratize public higher

education, it was the activism of Puerto Rican parents in the Lower East Side neighborhood of New

York City that represented one of the most serious and sustained challenges to the social, economic,

and cultural status quo in this city.

Led by such educators as the city's first Puerto Rican school district superintendent, Luis

Fuentes, this coalition struggled intensely with city government leaders, the Union of the Federation

of Teachers (UFT), and the media, insisting that parents should share authority to help determine

the broad pohcies molding public schools. Many of the candidates running for the schools boards

mandated by New York decentralization law (1968), and representing the coalition known as "Por

Los Ninos," were defeated in the face of massive resistance and resources from politicians, public

bureaucrats, and civic leaders. This coalition of parents and community activists, however, forced

a debate upon New York City that ultimately resulted in greater attention to the needs and well-

being of Black, Latino, and Asian children.

The expansion of bilingual education occurred in many places throughout the New York City

public school system as a result of the struggles of the coalition in the Lower East Side. The idea
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that the linguistic and cultural backgrounds of children was an important part of effective pedagogy

in the public schools became more salient as a result of the coalition's activism. Another idea that

has become more accepted today, and reflected in the parents' coalition in the Lower East Side, is

that parents must be treated as critical partners in the public schooling process. . Thus, over a period

of a few years, and despite some electoral setbacks, this coalition of Latino, Black and Asian parents

helped to change thinking about pubhc schools, and how to make them more effective in educating

children in urban settings. Today, many education reforms such as bilingual education, parental

participation, professional development for teachers, and school accountability to community

interests, are generally accepted and institutionalized in urban school systems, in part, due to the

demands of struggles like that of parents in the Lower East Side in the late sixties and early

seventies.

The Community Control Movement unfolded in the poor and working-class neighborhoods

of Harlem, Ocean Hill-Brownsville, and the Lower East Side neighborhoods of New York City.

While these neighborhoods were predominantly Black, and in the case of the Lower East Side,

Puerto Rican, the movement to hold accountable pubhc schools was supported by a racial and ethnic

cross-section of people. Although newspapers like the New York Times and the Daily News led the

charge in describing the parents' struggle as the work of Black or Puerto Rican militants, this was

actually one of the most multi-racial and ethnic neighborhood struggles in the history of New York

City. This episode in the struggles of Puerto Ricans in this city was also an optimistic one.

Parents were motivated by visions of effective and democratic schools that would reflect

concern for all people. Based on ray own conversations with, and observations of, the parents and

community activists during this period, I would offer that it was this sense of humanity and

optimism on the part of parents that led them to challenge those educators and administrators who

reflected, or acquiesced to racism, to cultural arrogance, and a pervasive and systemic lack of





concern for the well-being of the children entering the public buildings under their control. This

is a lesson that should not be overlooked by those interested in expanding and strengthening the

pursuit of social justice in our society.

Some characteristics of social movements generally include the involvement of masses of

people, challenges to the institutional arrangements supporting the wealth and power status quo, and

the introduction of new values, ideologies, or world views. These components were all present in

these neighborhoods during the struggle for community control and parental participation. Yet, few

have examined this sttnggle as a form of social movement This important episode and set of events

in the history of Blacks and Puerto Ricans in this city has generally been overlooked in terms of its

ideas, leaders, the parents, the community, and certainly the significant accomplishments of this

struggle for access and excellence in urban education today. Actually, many of the seeds of Puerto

Rican activism in other places were laid with the struggle for community control of schools, as well

as by the leadership of educators like Rhody McCoy in Ocean Hill-Brownsville, and Luis Fuentes

in the Lower East Side.

During this period, I continually sought to link my academic work to Black and Puerto Rican

community-based struggles. Thus, in order to complete a paper for one of my courses I decided to

interview Luis Fuentes, the district superintendent for the Lower East Side, and one of the

recognized leaders and supporter of this movement. He also happened to be the first Puerto Rican

district superintendent in New York City. This particular interview actually represents a follow-up

to the meeting I had with him in 1971

!

As he is today, I found Luis Fuentes to be accessible and one of the most perceptive and

committed educators that I have ever met. After serving as district superintendent in New York

City, Luis Fuentes joined the faculty at the School of Education at the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst in 1977. Here, he has mentored and worked with many students who are now serving





in leadership positions across the United States. He retired from the Faculty in 1992 and is currently

a Faculty Associate at the William Monroe Trotter Institute at the University of Massachusetts

Boston. He is also teaching elementary school children in Hartford, Connecticut. He has been an

important role model for many people in all of these professional capacities.

I asked Dr. Francisco Chapman, a highly respected Dominican urban educator and author,

to assist me with this interview and in formulating the questions posed to Dr. Fuentes. Dr. Chapman

was also an active participant of the struggles described above. He played an influential role in

organizing students to support the demands of the parents in the Lower East Side neighborhood.

This individual, therefore, has a keen sense of linkages between the Community Control Movement

in the Lower East Side and other Puerto Rican-based and Latino struggles occurring during this

same period. Some of these linkages are discussed in this interview.

There are at least three articles that we would recommend for further reading about this

episode in the history of Puerto Rican activism in New York City: -Luis Fuentes, "Community

Control Did Not Fail in New York: It Wasn't Tried," (June 1976), Phi Delta Kappan, vol. 57,

no. 10, pp. 692-695; James Jennings, "Community Control: A Grassroots Response;" (Fall 1979),

Journal ofEducation, vol. 161, no. 4, pp. 73-87; and Louis Kushnick, "Race, Class and Power: The

New York Decentralization Controversy" (1969), Journal ofAmerican Studies, vol. 3, no. 2, pp.

201-219. It should be noted that Dr. Luis Fuentes is currently completing a full-length manuscript

describing and analyzing the Community Control Movement in Ocean Hill-Brownsville and the

Lower East Side.
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An Interview with Luis Fuentes

Q. How wouldyou describe the Community Control Movement in New York City?

A: I would describe the Community Control Movement as a response to the call for school

integration. The school system in New York City wanted to remove Black students and other

minority students from their communities in order to achieve what they called "integrated" schools.

Basically, youngsters were being taken out of their community schools and placed in predominantly

white schools. Parents, recognizing the source for potential problems, felt that the schools closest

to their residence could be worked upon and improved instead of allowing their children to be

shipped to other schools outside of their own communities. In effect, the main characteristic of this

struggle had to do with a community response to forced integration.

Q: What were the demands ofparents and community representatives regarding the public

schools?

A: Essentially, the parents wanted schools that were productive. They wanted their children's

schools to be as productive as the schools that they had attended either in the South or in Puerto

Rico. They wanted these schools to be responsive and to have teachers and administrators who were

accountable to the community and to the public. After all, these were "public" schools and the

parents and children were "the public."

Q: What issues precipitated a callfor the community control of schools in the Lower East

Side neighborhood?

A: The population in that area was predominantly Puerto Rican, Asian, and Black. The parents

wanted to bring quality education to the public schools. They weren't as concerned as the

administrators with the notion that if their children sat next to a white child, they would magically

learn more. The parents were convinced, however, that if their child sat next to another student,

no matter who he/she is, through an effective teaching corps and a responsive learning system, their

children's education would be vastly improved. They wanted to have more programs in the schools
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that were favored by the community, such as a greater understanding of the Black culture, a greater

knowledge of the Latino and Asian cultures. They also wanted bilingualism to be instituted in the

schools.

Q: Who were the individuals who emerged as leaders of the strugglefor community control

ofthe schools?

A: The leaders were the parents. Most of them were poor people, a significant portion on

AFDC. But it was interesting how many fathers participated in that struggle! Although the

movement, and its leadership, was dominated by women, many males did emerge as leaders as well.

Interestingly, these were people who previously were not engaged in the schools. But, based on

issues of the accountability of teachers and the responsiveness of the school system, they came

forward and spoke out and became leaders and dedicated activists.

Q: What was your role as a school district superintendent?

A: My job was to implement the wishes of the community school board. This school board

very much favored bUingual education for all students, not only bilingual education but also cultural

education as well as the improvement of reading scores of all the students. It was also my

responsibility to bring in educators who reflected those concerns and to hire teachers who shared

the aspirations of parents to see their children succeed. Essentially, my role as a superintendent was

to provide the kind of leadership that would cause these things to happen.

Q: What motivated the people in the Puerto Rican community to participate in the struggle

for community control?

A: That's a difficult question to answer, in a sense. Some people were motivated by ignorance

while others were inspired by a number of programs that were already in place. By ignorance I

mean intolerance, or a fear of other minority groups. A lot of Puerto Rican kids felt put down and

oppressed by youngsters from other communities or from other cultures because of their lack of

language and commonality. The other reason was a growing desire to do something about human
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relations, and this is where bilingual education came in. We helped youngsters to gain self respect

and knowledge of the language the majority of students spoke, which in this particular instance in

the Lower East Side was Spanish. Later on, after the initiation of the Spanish/English programs,

we found out that there was a great need for Chinese/English programs. And so, Chinese was

introduced in a district plan.

There is no question that the parents who participated in the struggle were motivated by a

need to see their children feel comfortable about being who they are, and speaking their language.

This does not mean that they did not want their children to learn English. I've never met a Puerto

Rican who didn't express the need for learning English. From the beginning, parents wanted to

make bilingual education a part of the school systems.

I am sure that some people will be surprised that I personally was opposed to bilingual

education initially; this was because in 1967, 1 didn't know anything about bilingual education. I

don't know how many other people knew anything about bilingual education, but I hadn't been

taught that way. I had been taught English when I went to school and the whole notion of now

having another language spoken in the schools did not particularly appeal to me. I came to the New

York City school system after having attended the schools there throughout my entire elementary

and high school career. I became a school principal through an effort known as the "Community

Control Movement" Once I got involved in the job of school principal, I realized that I was there

to work with what the parents wanted, and the parents wanted to experiment with the introduction

of a curriculum in Spanish in the school system. At the beginning, I lent myself to it reluctantly.

But, after six months I became an ardent supporter because I saw what it did for the children—it

brought them out, it made them bloom. For the first time they were talking in a language they knew

and were accustomed to.

This also represented an extension of the home into the school. Thus, we could now use the

home as a teaching resource to make our schools more effective. For the first time, parents were

able to communicate with teachers—about their own children! Until then there were so few

Spanish-speaking teachers that parents were closed out, or shied away from participating in the

schools. Bilingual education opened up the system for the Puerto Rican community. Those that

tasted it, liked it, and wanted to see it continue.

Q: How were voter registration drives ofparents planned and organized?
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A: We were successful in registering, for the first election, over 2,000 parent voters who had

not been registered before. The turnout for voting on election day proved what parents could do.

More people showed up in the Lower East Side in District 1, the smallest district in New York, to

vote than all of the other districts in New York City put together. So it worked. We were successful

in getting representatives from both parties—one Republican, one Democrat. Following the process

of registered parents, a Republican has to be present when a new voter is registered, and a Democrat

has to be present as well. We teamed people up to get them registered.

The first time out we had about 2,000 people voting. I would say that was one of our

greatest achievements. We were able to politically indoctrinate these people since they had never

voted before. Thus, we ran a very successful campaign in getting the support that we needed.

Unlike the Union of Federation of Teachers (UFT), we didn't have big bucks. They were

able to advertise their candidates more. Our candidates represented the community, and "Por Los

Ninos" was the slate. Their candidates were exclusively white, middle class, with no actual ties to'

the schools other than that their relatives had jobs in the schools as teachers. Our candidates were

all parents of children in the schools. We felt that our slate, which represented the community, was

truly representative of what we aspired to do in the schools.

Q: How were registered parents mobilized to turn out on election day?

A: Well, that was not an easy process. You can have a million people registered, but it all

comes down to who votes on election day. If people are registered and don't come out to vote, that's

not good! Many of the people who did the registering took on the responsibility of getting people

that they had contacted to come out and vote. Cars were provided. Victor Gottbaum, the head of

the largest union in New York City and his members, provided transportation. These were taxi

drivers, hospital attendants, lunch room workers, all kinds of people provided transportation for the

people they wanted to vote. These individuals were stationed throughout the district. Some people

knocked on doors to remind others to vote. They even escorted the people, waited for them, and

walked them home. Others worked telephones to remind people. Still others worked the sureets,

bodegas, bars, etc.
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During that first election we were successful in registering quite a few people that had never

registered to vote before. I would say that we were even more successful in getting them out to

vote. We used other techniques too: A truck was loaded with a group of musicians and the parents

from the PTA marched behind the truck. The truck traveled throughout the entire school district

playing music. They wound up in an open air auditorium, and there a lot of rally speeches were

given. But getting people to come out was a result of the music, traveling through the neighborhood

k la pied piper.

Incidentally, while the people were marching and the music was playing, they were

distributing Chinese fortune cookies with the message: Vote Por Los Ninos, in English, Spanish

and Mandarin. On the side of the truck there was a huge sign that read, "The Fuentes Bank; Vote

District One, Vote District One." Those were just a few of the things that were done.

A number of well-known Hispanic performers were also invited. They not only performed

but spoke to the community about the importance of registering to vote, and coming out and voting

on election day. There were a number of things going on that we haven't had an occasion to tallc

about in the past The performers who came out were all professional people—Jose Torres, Machito,

and Tito Puente. Even Herman Badillo who the night before the election said he wouldn't support

any slate, came out and supported the parents slate. This kind of unity was a model for what we

were trying to achieve educationally in the Lower East Side.

Q: What was the impact of the participation of parents and community activists on the

students and young people?

A: The fact that parents were, for the first time, directly involved with what was going on in the

schools had a tremendous impact on young people. It motivated them to want to learn, especially

since many of the people that we were hiring were the kinds of people who demanded of them that

they learn. Anytime you have teachers who are able to communicate with parents, and parents who

are willing to communicate with teachers, you have a complete circle, which makes it a lot easier

to get young people to be motivated and want to learn.
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Q: Did the leadership ofcommunity agencies, neighborhood organizations, or other unions

support the parents during this period?

A: There were many community organizations that supported us. In terms of unions, we had

the largest union in New York City supporting us—that was the union of working class people. We

also had the support of students from various universities. People of all colors shared our deep

concern for what was happening in the schools and saw this as an opportunity to contribute toward

changing the status quo.

One particular group that stands out in my mind was LENA—a group of little old Jewish

ladies from the Lower East Side who devoted a lot of time and energy to our cause. They were

phenomenal! That group stands out in my mind simply because it represented and reflected what

the struggle of the parents was all about. There were other groups as well. Being put on the spot

to try to name one or two is difficult. I wish I could name them all; but there were so many that rose

to the occasion that it would be almost impossible to remember and name them all.

Q: How were events, ideas, or opinions communicated among the participants and
supporters?

A: Major efforts were made to review and discuss every event before it took place. We made

sure that parents were very well informed and kept up to date with what was happening in the

schools. We held community school board meetings that were supported by the community. Ideas

were presented at these open meetings. The board was open and votes were taken right in front of

the public. Everyone's opinion was respected. Most of our meetings were conducted in three

languages: Spanish, English, and one of the Chinese dialects. Yes, there was a great effort made

to communicate with parents, and to get everybody's input into all of the things that we did in the

community.

Q: What kind of tactical debates arose among the supporters ofcommunity control?

A: One of the debates that I remember is the one that has affected me the most. At one time,

some people felt that I might be the person standing in the way. I wasn't an elected official; I was
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only appointed by a community school board. These people felt (rightfully so) that I was being used

as a pawn by the opposing side—that is, the union. Other people felt I was "the debate" and that to

eliminate me from the debate between parents and the left would strengthen the UFT's position for

no gain. I would say of all the strategic or tactical concerns or debates that was probably one that,

after my fu-st year, seemed to draw the most attention.

Some of the things that resulted in greater administration/unification had to do with how we

worked with the parent groups. Every school was represented by a parent group and met either with

the superintendent or on their own at least once a month to share their ideas. We had an opportunity

to take over our own kitchens, and parents supported it because for the first time we would be

serving rice and beans, ham hocks. Black eyed peas, turnip greens. The full range of things

represented to the community's cultures, including Chinese foods. That appealed to the parents

tremendously, taking over the operation of our own food preparation.

Through the setting up of that operation, parents came closer. They had a voice in what their

kids would be eating. That paid off because not only did they get the foods they wanted, it gave us

a chance to plan with parents and work with them to show them how these really were their schools.

Later when the issues changed, it was easy to have the support of parents because we had worked

together on something basic, like feeding their children and gaining their trust. When the issues

changed and the focus came down to concerns about hiring and firing and the appointment of

principals, the parents were given the final choice. Opposition only came from the UFT who had

a different idea about who should be hired or fired.

Q: Who were the majorplayers resisting the parents, and why did they choose not to support

the parents and the idea ofcommunity control?

A: The major resisting force was the Union of Federation of Teachers (UFT), who tried to

generate the perception that all the teachers were against us. The truth of the matter is that there

were many teachers who supported the parents. The UFT felt threatened by the emergence of vocal

and organized parents. The administrators' association, which was predominantly white, had also

expressed vociferous opposition to the demands of the parents. Thus, we had a situation where two

supposedly antagonistic sectors, management and labor, had a common interest in stopping the

parents' movement.
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The UFT came into being because it claimed that the association of administrators was

dominated by the management. So they broke away from it and started their own union for

teachers. The CSA (Council of Superintendents and Administrators) was their formidable

enemy—but then came the Black and brown people and that changed their point of view. They

united to resist this system. They joined forces to stop the movement by Black and brown parents

to gain control of the schools. Both of these forces resisted what the parents wanted. Both of these

organizations were simply frightened by the idea of parents running the schools.

The truth is that parents really didn't want to run the schools; they knew they couldn't. They

knew that they had to have professionals. However, what they wanted was to develop a system of

people working together, which until then, didn't exist. It was always either the teachers working

alone or the administrators working by themselves, and parents not having much input with either

of these groups. What the parents wanted to see was a blending of the three groups—teachers,

administrators and parents—to work toward the betterment of the kids. Instead of being welcomed

as apple pie is welcomed in any American tradition, they were met with resistance by organized

administrators, the UFT, and the mainstream media. There are many New York Times articles, for

instance, where the parents are referred to as "hooligans," or militants, or troublemakers.

Both the teachers' union and the CSA gave the impression that they were afraid of what

parents might want to do with the schools. They didn't want to give them a chance to attempt to

try to do anything, because up until that time these two unions had opposed each other. The

administrators had been at odds with the teachers. Someone even said, "Their low expectation for

parent control parallels their low expectation for our children." They were frightened and threatened

because the parents were beginning to talk about hiring their own superintendents and hiring their

own teachers. They knew that parents were concerned about the fact that many administrators and

teachers did not represent the Black community, nor the Latino community in any of these schools.

Parents also felt that there was an absence of gender equity in the public school system because there

were many more men as school principals than there were women.

Q: What has been the impact of the struggle for community control for urban education

today?

A: Choices! Parents now have a lot more options than they used to. If you want your child to

attend a school district other than the one you live in, fine. If you prefer that your child goes to a

neighborhood school, that's fine too. It's a matter of options and choices. If you want your child
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in a bilingual program, that's an option. If you want your child to learn about African-American

education, that's a very good option, and these kinds of options are open to all people. Essentially,

I would say that this idea and its acceptance today was at least one of the results of that struggle on

urban education today.

Q: Were there any linkages between parents involved in the strugglefor community control

and student or labor groups?

A: Well, to tell you the truth, I'm not familiar with any formal linkages. There were linkages

and I think it was more from a labor group and students group's willingness to support the effort

of parents. It wasn't that parents sought them out for help, it was them who came and asked the

parents to let them help out. The attitude of the parents was: "This is our struggle, if you want to

join us, welcome."

Frankly, I don't think they cared as to what your political position was. I do know, however,

that one mistake was made by a newspaper editor from a Puerto Rican leftist newspaper who

remarked that the parents were "socialists." They put him on the spot immediately. They let him

know that they didn't see themselves as socialists. Rather, they saw themselves as parents who were

concerned about their children's education and were taking the necessary steps to rectify the

problem.

Q: How did Puerto Rican nationalism influence the Community Control Movement in the

Lower East Side in terms ofprogrammatic demands, styles, or slogans?

A: I wish I could say that was an underlying cause for the emergence of the Community Control

Movement. But that was not so. It would be ridiculous, however, to say that it played no part at

all. I think it did, but I also think it was subtle on the part of the nationalist groups.

I have to also say that we were let down in one particular instance by an organizing

nationalist group when we attempted to participate in a Madison Square Garden meeting of all the

socialist groups. They were close to what was going on in the Lower East side, just ten blocks

away—we were on 14th Street, they were on 34th Street at Madison Square Garden. Many of the

parents tried to influence that group to march in our neighborhood and to make an appearance or
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to lend a hand of support to the Movement from the Lower East Side. But, we were shut out. The

group failed to see the importance of what was going on there.

It was short-sighted of them, frankly. But Puerto Rican nationalist sentiment increased, and

one newspaper obviously increased its circulation in the Lower East Side as a result of the parents'

struggle. A lot of people were going around yelling, "Puerto Rico Libre," even young people who

didn't know what that meant or what it implied. The Community Control Movement expanded their

ideological horizons.

You can't say that we were totally aloof of the influence of that struggle— and a struggle that

still continues. But putting it in the perspective of what was going on in the Lower East Side, I

would say that the Madison Square Garden meeting was a flop because the participants were not

connected to our struggle. Some poUtical activists also missed out on listening to what parents had

to say. Parents were looking for ways of improving not only the schools, but police, sanitation

concerns, and unemployment. Political groups gave hp service but did very little to turn things

around.

Q: Are there any contrasts or parallels between the Community Control Movement in the

Lower East Side and the Young Lords?

A: I would say that there are a lot of similarities. You're talking about two groups, both

representing oppressed people. The Young Lords saw themselves as young people, most of them

brought up in this country, who were going nowhere—at least that's the impression they had. But,

after the Lords many became attorneys and journalists. The Lower East Side is made up of Black,

Puerto Rican and Asian youngsters who saw themselves in the same dilemma—not being able to

hack it to get through high school. I think in this respect there was a distinct parallel to the Young

Lords' movement.

There was an even greater parallel in some of the things that they wanted for our community.

The people in the Lower East Side wanted and got free breakfasts; so did the Young Lords. In fact,

it was the Young Lords who initiated the free breakfast program in the Lower East Side. So I don't

want to take that away from them, but a lot of credit has to be given to the parents who also joined

with the Young Lords to make it happen. These are the parallels and the linkages I see between the

two movements. Both groups were looking for greater opportunities, equity, justice, a better

opportunity to learn. In that respect they had a lot in common. The Young Lords were struggling
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for the same thing. They wanted more community involvement in what the police were doing.

They wanted better sanitation services and, in that regard, they showed the positive nature of their

role as opposed to what the political system felt they stood for.

Q: Where are there linkages between the strugglefor community control in the Lower East

Side, and political issues in Puerto Rico?

A: I don't think there were, except that being the politically-wise people that politicians

are—and I'm not excluding Puerto Rican politicians—it became a good place to provide themselves

with a platform. And a lot of Puerto Rican aspirants to political positions did use many of the

opportunities that the community opened up to plug themselves to win the esteem of the Puerto

Rican community. I don't think that there were any close ties. I think in both groups it could be

said that just like in other parts of New York City and outside of New York City, The Young Lords,

Black Panthers, and all of these movements were part of the general mood of the country at that-

time—to move away from poverty. But the linkages were not fully developed. I think credit has

to be given to the Black movement for social justice and civil rights. The rest of us simply

followed. All of the other struggles were just a part of the fundamental Black movement for social

change, and one struggle inspired others.

In terms of direct contact between the politics in Puerto Rico and the politics of the Lower

East Side, those were not pushed by the community. They were pushed by those people who

represented the political groups in Puerto Rico to gain favor for themselves. But the parents were

not fooled by any of this; they were pretty sophisticated to what was going on. Basically, the

consistent position of parents was, "If you want to join us and join our struggle, fine. But you're

going to have to do as we tell you to do. If you're going to carry your own agenda, forget it, we

don't need you." So the parents were pretty well aware of the fine line and they didn't want to deny

anyone the opportunity to participate. On the other hand, they were not going to be controlled

either.

Q: How didyourparticipation in the Community Control Movement change you ?

A: Change me? I think it liberated me (laughter). I was always a team player for the years that

I taught previously in Long Island, in Florida, in Georgia. But I always noticed that parents were
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very much involved in those school systems. I didn't see that same kind of opportunity for parents

to participate in the New York City schools. So the Movement to me took on the shape of opening

the doors for parents. 1 felt from the beginning that there wasn't any job that parents couldn't be

involved with and that they couldn't tackle.

For me there was a fundamental change that took place. When I saw those parents beginning

to get the opportunity to be involved in what their kids were doing, they changed me too—I like to

think that the Movement liberated me in a sense. I became a team player again, but for a different

effort, for a different audience, for a different group. I was no longer working for the system, 1 was

working for the parents and for the children.

Q: What is Luis Fuentes doing a quarter ofa century after his participation, sacrifices, and
leadership in one of the most important chapters in Puerto Rican history in the United

States?

A: What am I doing? I'm doing what I've always done, I'm teaching. Except that after 16

years of teaching at the University [of Massachusetts, Amherst], and 16 years after serving as

superintendent in the Lower East Side, I've gone back to teaching in the front lines. I'm involved

with the public school system of Hartford, Connecticut, where I teach kindergarten, first grade,

second grade, third grade—grades that I had never taught before. I've taught all of the other grades

from the fourth grade up. So for me this is coming full circle. And it's amazing how much I am

learning from these kindergarten kids. They're teaching me things I never dreamt about. I'm

impressed by the effects of bilingualism as it's being conducted in that school system and the effect

it's having on our young people and our community.

I see a lot of superstars coming along, something that I didn't see a quarter of a century ago

because the movement had just started. But through bilingualism, I see young people who are

outstanding in English and outstanding in Spanish. I'm convinced that people who are bilingual are

far more intelligent than people who are mono-lingual, or at least they put those skills to work.

Through these skills, they are able to interpret language better, and that pleases me very much to

have been a part of what it took to make those changes in this country.

Someone from the School of Education at the University of Puerto Rico once told me: "I

think you have turned out more Puerto Rican doctorates and Masters than any other professor we

know." I don't know if that's true or not, but just the thought of it makes me feel good.
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Let me add to that while they're talking about Puerto Ricans, I have never restricted my

efforts to working only with Puerto Ricans as a graduate professor—I'm happy and have recognition

for this recently, and it made me very proud. The Vietnamese community bestowed an honor upon

me that I was very proud of. As a matter of fact, I've received numerous awards from Black groups,

Black professional groups, ever since I got involved in the movement for quality education for all.

Those kinds of awards make me feel happy because they're a testimony of what the public schools

ought to do—that is, to serve all of the children not just one particular group of students.

I also have had numerous white students who have graduated with doctorates under my

supervision and guidance—I'm proud of all of them too. I feel that in some ways I have contributed

significantly to the movement that started in the Lower East Side, where people demanded and

exercised choices. I hope that kind of demand and struggle never stops in this country. I think the

minute we get away from choice, we're running back into the kind of anarchy that exists in every

public school system where the employees are in control.

We now have parents involved and we have kids involved in what's going on in the schools.-

That's probably the best thing that has ever happened to public education. People are finally

working together, or at least are trying to work together, and it's something we can all be proud of.

The real heroes of the movement are people like Georgina Hoggard, Henry Ramos, Father Powis,

Rev. OHver, Carmen Torres, Carmen Rodriguez, just to mention a few, and, of course, the parents

who stood up and fought for what they believed in—and won!
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